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About This Content

This special pack contains exclusive items suitable for any pirate.

Pack Includes:

Permanent Officer Badge. This badge is permanent and will allow your pirate to sail a ship.

Permanent Labor Badge. This badge is permanent and allows you to take jobs at shops and play any labor puzzle on any
day.

30 day Parlor Badge. Play cards and carousing puzzles at yer local inn.

Permanent Black Savvy Crossbones Hat. This black hat is exclusive to this DLC and will never dust. The bandana will be
selected at random between gold, red, maroon, white, or blue.

Permanent Corsair blade. This sword is exclusive to this DLC and will never dust.

18 Rogue Marks. Rename yer ship using Rogue Marks.

1 Large Bottle of Whisks (45 swigs). Travel your known world more easily by magically teleporting to islands.

3 chart boxes. Obtain some charts to explore the ocean.
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1 bottle of weight loss concoctions (3 swigs). Turn yer pirate into a skelly!

Items can only be accepted by one Pirate on the account. Permanent badges, Savvy Hats, and Corsair Blades bind on acceptance.
Permanent badges offer a discount for any upgrade to a higher level badge. Items that bind or are permanent will bind to the

Pirate that accepts the items.
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It's defenitly a good start for a series... and I hope it is planned as such since the ending is very aprupt and leaves several issues
unsolved. Nice to read though. The choices you can make feel reasonable and are represending an adequate variety of different
options.. server is dead, find russian server to play it. A Fantastic base game that has over time been ruined by extremely poor
monetisation, changes to its core to reward grinding and allow for more hybridised characters taking away their own individual
weaknesses, extremely long grinds to get to those characters in the first place, and a reduction of the early level designs from
interesting and varied in episode 1-3, to lazy simple arenas filled with enemies and very few interesting gimmicks and objectives
in episode 4. It is the dictionary definition of a game that has only gotten worse and lost its promise over time and that breaks
my heart to think about every day.

 I wish I could recommend this but I can't anymore :(

An old video from 6 months in the game discussing the old monetisation schemes to demonstrate its awkward history; the video
ends with a sense of hope....it sadly never lived up to that hope :( https:\/\/youtu.be\/QgKK-kCjndU. It's difficult not to
appreciate the class of Cossacks. Its gameplay focus is well split into all the aspects that characterise an RTT game: game
rhythm, upgrades, buildings, unit variety and relevance, population realism, battle simulation... One has got to admire the effort
put into crafting the unit functioning and overall building management in this one. Superb.

Cossacks offers plenty of pleasurable elements. First, there's the outstanding number of nations, each with its own architectural
identity (wonderfully done, by the way); as well as the outstanding number of unique units and their precise importance on the
battlefield or in the development of one's domains. Second, there's the realistic representation of population growth, with civil
infrastructure costing you more as your settlement expands, although there is no set limit for your population. Third, there's the
artillery\/infantry details, amazing to watch as they engage in battle. Fourth, there's the customisable gameplay, as the options
for a skirmish match are reasonable (type of terrain, type of elevation, game speed, resources, etc.), gathering all the good and
fair choices everybody should have when playing a free-build or skirmish game mode in any RTS\/RTT. Last but not least, the
naval conflicts: it's just too exciting to watch your territories and riches grow and have to formulate quick strategies with your
coffers and coal reserves so you can build a solid, fearsome fleet that can outrun the enemy's.

Whether you're playing the main campaigns or the 17th and 18th centuries battles in quick match mode, Cossacks: Art of War
shall bring you strategy-ecstasy. The huge battles (details of hundreds of men can be formed), the realistic artillery ballistics, the
exciting invasions on the enemy's settlement, the fast-paced management of your resources (wood, gold, food, iron and coal)
and workers, and the extreme attention that one has to keep on the keeping up of improvements and specific upgrades, will
determine who prevails in the hot war scenario of this game. Cossacks can give you this kind of thrill, if you're fond of the
genre.

Bear in mind that, while I'm writing on the Art of War page, this goes for all its "sister" games (European Wars, Back to War)..
A great game that reminds me of older roguelikes especially Nethack. The only suggestion I can make is to add much more
content as the game goes through early access while somehow still keeping it a simplified experience.. Well here's my review :)

https://youtu.be/faY8tj4CXaM

In summary, casual gamers - wait till this drops to $10
Poker fanatics. It's worth picking up now.

. If you bored, you need to play this game, its fun. It's fairly simple but a nice game with good visuals
If you like puzzles this game is for you.. Its like Star Wars but better. Great recording software!
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Amazing tool!. Mongol or Mongolia ? XD < \u041c\u043e\u043d\u0433\u043e\u043b \u0445\u04af\u043d
\u0445\u0438\u0439\u0441\u044d\u043d \u0431\u0430\u0439\u0433\u0430\u0430\u0441\u0430\u0439
\u0445\u0445\u0430>. Ah Shu,

From the moment I saw you at EGX and having a go at the demo, I just had to buy you.

This game is amazing, due to the tight platforming and the lucious drawn visuals.
It's also a mix between Rayman Origins\/ Legends and Donkey Kong Country.

I fully reccomend this game.. Fun game but not worth 7.9€ wait for a sale. The game has some balance issues. You will also
notice that the difficulty levels are hardly accurate. After a while gameplay is pretty routine. No I'm not going to tell you, that
would make the game totally worthless. As far as changes, let players position pieces before battles start. Some pieces are
worthless, try to find some value for them. Same goes for nationalities, come up with deeper, more unique characteristics. Take
out the part that skips battles. I know it's used to balance a player who does well but that takes away from a good player. I'm
vague on purpose, you're not paying me. figure it out yourself.. I get the feeling that this game was made by an actual child. The
writing is horrible and the gameplay is really bland and basic. And it's not just boring, it's imbalanced.. Great game!. Woaah...

Great, rich, intriguing universe, multiple gameplay mechanics, complex puzzles, difficult but not frustrating, many endings (at
least I think so ? Or maybe I'm just very bad at this and ended the game prematurely xD), and very nice art !

I'm 7 hours in and I have the feeling that I didn't do half of the game. This is a very cool experience and is really worth its price.
Give it a try !
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